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HaVe yOU ever been so interested in a place, an idea,
or a person that you have either searched online or read a

book to find more facts? Most people do this when they
want to get more information about a topic that interests
them. Books, newspapers, magazines, Web sites, and movies

are all resources you use to gain information. When you
explore any of these materials, you are researching. You can

share the research you find by writing an informative text.

trIow can informntiue texts

be written to conuey ic{eas

and information in s clear

and interesting way?

{sl,



Ithlt'$ an lnforntatite Tert?
j"r,orrnatjrve texts either tellthe reader something or explain something about a topic' All

are rnonfrcilon, and ail are based on research. some informative texts explain a scientific

groces or describe an event or place'

tsmEraphies are some of the most popular informative texts. A biography tells about the

trre of a person and is written by someone else' To find information about the person'

the writer researches the person's life in several ways. sometimes the writer can interview

the person or others who know the person. lf the person is no longer living' the writer

must read things written by or about the person, Such as interviews' eSSayS' afticles'

or historical texts. j

An informative text presents information and supports it with facts, details, descriptions'

examples, and explanations. Here are ways to present information effectively in an

informative text.

--s's i,ook at an informative text.

/

{
i
\

Er=€r*ductEen

catch the readers' attention with a question, an interesting fact, or a

story for your opening statement. lnclude a thesis statement, the most

important idea you want the readers to understand about the topic'

Explain enough background information about the topic so readers

will be interested and informed.

SupPcrting treteEls

Supportyourmainideawithrelevantfacts,details,quotations,and
examples drawn from your research. The more interesting and compelling

the facts, details, and examples are, the stronger your writing will be'

e*n<lusisn
Write a final paragraph that summarizes

your topic and provides some final thoughts

or information about the toPic'

1lll@l l-.,escon l0 . \\ritinglnformativeTexts



Analyze a Mentor Text
This is an example of an effective informative text for an eighth grader. Read it and then
complete the activities in the boxes as a class.

l-:,:.+-Man with a Camera
Ansel Adams, age fourteen, looked through a book

about Yosemite Valley, which was located about 150 miles
east of his San Francisco home. "That's where I want to go
onvacation thisyearj'he told his parents. So on June l, 1916,
ihe three of them set offfor a month of exploring the
majestic and awe-inspiring scenery of yosemite. Soon after
they arrived, Ansel's parents gave him a box camera. This
photographic tool opened a whole newworld to the young
man. Eventually, Adams became one of the mostwell-
lcrown and respected photographers of his time.

The youngAdams soon became'absorbed in photo-
gaphy. Back in San Franciscq he worked doing odd jobs
at a photo lab, where he learned how to develop and print
photos. He was drawn to Yosemite, where he returned often
to hike and take photographs. One spring day int92T,
Adams was hiking in Yosemite with his photographic
equipmentwhenhe foundhimself high on a cliffwith aview
of a famous mountain. In those days, serious photographers
used large, coated-glass plates instead of film to capture
images, and Adams had just two unexposed plates
remaining. With one of them, he took a typical shot of the
mountain. Then he was inspired to do something different:
"[T]hat was the first time I realized how the print was going
to look-what I now call visualization-and was actually
thinking about the emotional
effect of the image . . .

I began to visualize the
blackrock and deep sky.
I reallywanted to give it
a monumental, dark
quality. So I used
the last plate I had with
a. . . redfilter. . . and got
this exciting pictureJ'

El$gffi*ffi#{TF#ff What
does the writer do to
capture the reader's

interest?

ffiAE*d E#fr& The writer
states the main idea in the
form of a thesis statement.
Draw a box around the
thesis statement.

3g3PF**€EF*€

*FFelLg Writers use

details, such as quotations,

statistics, or facts, to
support the thesis

statement. What types of
details does the writer use

to show that Adams was

inspired while hiking in
Yosemite?
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=UPF*ATIi{G 
DFTAILS

How does the writer use

details to contrast the styles

of Adams and earlier

photographers? Underline

the antonyms the writer
uses to show contrast.

eGlU{LU$l#BS The

purpose of a conclusion is

to sum up the main points

that have been presented.

Draw a box around the

sentence that restates the

main idea of the passage.

Think About It >

+:
Ansel Adams's work set a precedent in early- ,.,;::==

twentieth-century photography, when he and some

other photographers changed the way photographywas
done. Earlier photo$aphers had tried to make their
photographs looklike paintings. Theyhad employed a

variety of methods such as using soft-focus lenses, applylng
brush strokes to negatives, and printing their images on
soft-textured paper. But Adams and other photographers
of his era developed a new sry1e, known as "straight
photographyl'This sryle used sharp focuses, and the images
were printed on glossypaper, which made the subject of t-tie

photograph more vivid and visual.

Adams introduced the concept of visualization in his
photography to capture emotion in his images. He liked to
workwith black-and-white images rather than color,
because he felt that black andwhite focused the viewer on
the emotional content of the scene, instead of on the
external reqlity of whatwas being shown.

Throughouthis life (rsoz-rse+), Adams held a
deep appreciation for the American West. He often took
photographs of its natural beauty to satisff his passion for
it. He became closelyinvolved with the Sierra Club, an
organization devoted to the protection ofwilderness
areas. As a nature advocate, Adams frequentlyused his
photographs to conveythe message thatthe wilderness
must be presewed. His photographs revealed to many
people the true beauty of the land.

Bythe time he died, in 1984, Adams and his camera had
become a permanent fixture in American photographic
history. After his deattr, the U.S. Congress established the
Ansel Adams Wilderness Area, southeast of Yosemite
National Park. In 1985, a mountain on the southeast border
of Yosemite was named Mount Ansel Adams in his honor.

What is the most important idea the author conveys in this
informative text?

How does the writer inform the reader with strong facts, details,
and examples?
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Vocabulary Study: Word Roots and Affixes
Word parts can provide clues about the meaning of a word. A root is the part of a word
that carries its core meaning. A prefix is a word part added to the beginning of a word. A
suffix is a word part added to the end of a word. Prefixes and suffixes are called affixes.

When affixes are added to a word, they change its meaning. Many roots and affixes come
from Greek and Latin words. When you know the meaning of these word parts, you can
break down an unknown word to figure out its meaning. Here are some common roots,

r, prefixes, and suffixes. Work with classmates or a partner to fill in the chart.

! Roots :

I bio mearrs "life" i biography ! o story of o person's life :

i portmeans "to carry" ! transport ! :

i uis/uidmeans "to see" ! visible : :

! Prefixes :

i anti- means "against" ! antigovernment i ogoinst government :

i post-means "afte!' I postdate :

i semi- means "half" or "part" ! semitransparent : :

i Suffixes :

i -almeans"relatingto" ! musical i reloting to music i

i -ness means "a state or condition" ! awareness : :

i -ousmeans "full of" or "having" ! courageous : :

Look back at the informative text about Ansel Adams on pages 163-164. Find one
example of a word that uses a root, one word that uses a prefix, and one word that uses

a suffix. Write each word and its meaning in the chart below.

iWordwithroot:

! Wordwithprefix:

! Wordwith suffix:
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lflriting trocs$$
Now that you have read and analyzed an informative text, you are going to create your
own informative text by following the steps of the writing process.

I Get Ready: Take Notes on Research setect and evatuate the print
and electronic resources you will use to investigate your topic. Take notes as you
read, and cite the sources where you found the information.

W 0fganiZG Use a graphic organizerto plan your informative text by arranging
suppoding facts, details, and examples.

fl Dfaft Create the first draft of your informational text.

E Peef ReVieW Work with a parfner to evaluate and improve your draft.

f ReViSe Use suggestions from your peer review to revise your: informative text.

H Edit Check your work carefully for errors in spelling, punctuation, and grammar.

n PUbliSh Create a final version of your informative text.

Writing Assignment
ln this lesson, you will write your own informative text. As you create the piece,
remember the elements of the mentor text that were most effective. Read the
following assignment.

:""""""'
; "Man with a Camera" is about a famous American photographer. Louis Sullivan has I! also made a great contribution to the world. State what that contribution is, support :

i :::: ::: :'': ::::T:::i:::1::1:T l::':::::: :tll ltl lit:::::::l:i: i
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0et teady: Take l{otes oll tesearch
The writer of the mentor text wrote about the photographer Ansel Adams. Before she

could write a draft, she researched her topic. Here is a paragraph from one of the

afticles she found.

:::;.

lnL927, photographer and nature loverAnselAdams i:i+,
went on a trip with the Sierra Club-a trip that started a
lifelong relationship. Since 1892, the Sierra Club had been one

most important environmental organizations in the
States. Soon Adams became more involved in the club.

He worked with others to make proposals for protecting and

improving wildemess and wildlife areas. For 37 years, he was on
the board of directors of the Sierra Club. Adams often used his
photography of wilderness areas to get support for programs

that would protect these important areas.

The writer took notes on each of the articles she found. Here is the
note card that she filled out for the text above. What kinds of information

does she include?

lmportant ldea: ln 1927, Adams went on a trip that staded a
long relationship with the Sierra Club.

Detail: The Sierra Club had been an impordant environmental
organization in the U.S. since 1892.

Detail: Adams went on a trip with the Sierra Club.

Detail: He was on the board of directors of the Sierra Club for
37 years.

Detail: He used photography for the supporl of environmental
programs.

MA:SMEA 0n the
first line, the writer
includes an important

idea from the passage

that she is interested

in using in her report.

: DETAILS Next, she

i lists notes about

i details from the

i passage. Which details

i would be the most
i important to include

i in a report about

i AnselAdams?

50URCE Finally, she

writes lvhere she

found the passage.

What other source

information should

she provide?

Source: A Photographer and a Club by Kyle Wolf
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5*Ufteg ldentify

where the passage

comes from. How

would you document

this source?

l??Alf\g lCIHA The first
paragraph introduces

Louis Sullivan's role

as the "father of

skyscrapers. "

BIAS Bias in writing
presents a one-sided

opinion or judgment

by the writer. Often,

bias is used when a
writer presents an

opinion as a fact
without evidence.

Underline sentences

that show bias.

DETAILS Which

details do you find
most interesting in

the article? Which

details would you

use to write your

informative piece?

168 Lesson l0 . Writing Informative Texts

Researching Text
Your topic is the American architect Louis Sullivan. Here is some
information that you might use in your informative text. Read the article.
Think about the important ideas in each paragraph. Also think about
interesting details that would fit well in your informative text.

from
Louis Sullivan: His Story

by Keith Gannett

The American architect Louis Sullivan (1856-f 924) is

often called the "father of skyscrapers" simplybecause
he designed them at a time when buildings were far from
reaching the sky. Before the late l800s, buildings were
supported by their outside walls, which were thick and
often made of brick. The taller the building, the thicker the
walls had to be. As a result, tall buildings were impractical.
A building with more.than six floors was considered very
unusual.

The advent of steel changed the way that buildings
would be constructed, and Sullivan took advantage of this
revolutionarymaterial. Mass production of steel began in
the second half of the 1800s. Steel made it possible for
buildings to be supported from the inside with intricate
skeletons. Sullivan was instrumental in helping to imagine
and implement something the world had never seen before-
a tall building structured around a steel skeleton. This
phenomenon became known as the "skyscraperl' Sullivan
was the best architect of the time. Through his many designs,

Sullivan helped change modern architecture forever.

_/



Try lt! Record Your Notes

Use these note cards to take notes on the text about Louis Sullivan. Write the main
idea and interesting details of each paragraph. Remember to document the source on

each note card.

t-
i: lmportant ldea: *

!'-:
i __ _: -rt- ;

i Detail: :

iE
i:ii;tI -- ' -*""'-l;:
I Oetail= iti
:t.:

:=

;

'a'

a
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*EtEVAru€F
Relevant details are

the ones that are

directly connected

with your main idea.

Which facts in this

source are relevant?

Researching Text, continued
Here is some more information that you might use in your informative text.

Read the articles, and take notes on the imporlant ideas and relevant

details they contain.

Irom
American Architects

by Andrew Tambler

Louis Sullivan
Born: September 3, 1856 Died: AprilL{,1924

Important Buildings:
. Auditorium Building (tegg) . National Farmers' Bank (1908)

. WainwrightBuilding(1891) . The BradleyHouse (tSto)

Bio: Louis Sullivan grewup in Boston, where at an early

age he developed a love of architecture. He left high school

earlyto study architecture at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Sullivan began his careerworking for an

architect in Philadelphia but soon moved to Chicago,

where there were more oppoftunities. There, he worked
withWilliam LeBaron Jenney, architect of Chicago's first
slcyscraper, and partnered with Dankmar Adler. During their
fifteen-year partnership, Sullivan and Adler would design
about 180 buildings. He also became mentor to the budding
architect Frank Lloyd Wright.

Sky High: A New Exhibit
from the Chicago Museum of Architecture Web site

The Chicago Museum of Architecture is pleased to
announce a special exhibit celebrating the life and work of
architect Louis Sullivan. Sullivan designed Chicago's most
recognized buildings, helping to establish the city as the
center of innovative architecture. His work featured
stunning ornamental work and what he called "the poetry
of architecturel'

Sullivan's brilliant steel-framed designs have greatly

influenced modern architecture. This eventwill feature

tours, lectures, and film screenings. We hope thatyou can
join us for this not-to-be-missed exhibit!

CRE*IFILITY
Credible sources are

believable ones that
come from well-
researched and

knowledgeable

sources. This source

comes from a

museum. What

inferences can you

make about its

credibility?
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Try lt! Record Your Notes

Use these note cards to take notes on the texts about Louis Sullivan. Write the main

idea and interesting details of each paragraph. Remember to document the source on

each note card.

:.".:*:}

il;,;
a.i_
i
i Detail:
e

t; ".
;

l
q

J

$

F

- -'--*-:l
*
g

t
i

"--"€
g

?

e

;
t

..'=.;
:
i

=

lmportant ldea:
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=FI*TGGRAFH
How does the

photograph help you

understand building

methods after the

mass production

of steel?

Researching Visual lnformation
When you research a topic, you will discover that information can be pre-

sented in a variety of ways. You may find photographs, diagrams, chafts,

and tables, all of which reveal information and show data. You can use

note cards to record notes and information from these different formats.

The first example below shows a photograph, while the second example
shows a graph. Think about how both of these resources could be useful

to glean information, ideas, and details about Louis Sullivan and the

development of skyscrapers.

Steel support beams allowed Louis
Sullivan to build taller buildings,
such as the Schlesinger & Mayer
Department Store in Chicago.

Source: The Library of Congress

Tallest Buildings in the United States, 1885-1931

1250

After steel was used in the construction of tall
bu i ldin gs, skyscrapers grew exponentially tal ler.

Source: Skyscrapers Through History by Owen Hague

Writing Informative Texts

GRAPHFflS

Hor,r,, could this graph

help you write about

the contributions of
Louis Sullivan?
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Try lt! Record Your Notes

Use these note cards to take notes on the photograph and graph shown on the
previous page. Use information from that page to help you.

lmportant ldea (Photograph):
I

!
I

fb"t"il,
,

=,=.-"-**""*-j

lmportant ldea (Graph):

Detail:

* Detail:

I
e

s, - -.,.,--.. .-,.. I

i

Detail:tarl: t
$
E
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n0rgtnize
you are almost ready to begin a draft of your informative text. You can use a graphic

organizer to help organize the facts, details, and examples that you gathered while

researching. You can then refer to the graphic organizer as you work through the different

parts of your draft. The writer of the mentor text completed this graphic organizer.

I

INTRODUCTION ln

the first paragraph,

tell the topic of your

informative text and

include your thesis

statement.

lntroduction
Eventually, AnselAdams became one of the most well-known and

respected photographers of his time.

ldea 1 Adams became absorbed in photography.
. worked odd jobs at photo lab
. learned to develop and print photos
o tried new techniques

ldea 2 Adams changed the way photography was done.
. information about the way it had been done
. developed "straight photography," which uses sharp focuses

and images printed on glossY Paper

ldea 3 Adams used photos to capture emotional reality'

. black-and-white images instead of color
o focused on emotional qualities rather than external reality

ldea 4 Adams combined his love of photography and the

American West.
. took photos of natural beauty in the West
. became active in the Sierra Club

Conclusion
By the time he died in 1984, Ansel Adams and his camera had

become a permanent fixture in American photographic history.

SUppSRT!f,tG

PAfiAGRAPF{5

ln subsequent

paragraphs,

r give evidence that
supports your thesis

statement

. elaborate on the

evidence with facts,

details, and

ixamples

CONCLUSISN ln

the final paragraph,

summarize the ideas

that have been

presented,
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Try lt! Organize Your lnformational Text

Now use the graphic organizer below to organize the supporting facts, details, and
examples you have taken notes on. Try to include at least three of these to suppott
each idea.

lntroduction

a

ldea 1

Supporting facts, examples, or details:

ldea 2

Supporting facts, examples, or details:

ldea 3

Supporting facts, examples, or details:

ldea 4

Supporting facts, examples, or details:

Conclusion

Organize 175



HDraft
Now it's time to write the first draft of your informative text. Remembe[ your draft does
not have to be perfect! This is the time to use your notes, get your ideas down in an

organized way, and experiment with different ways to convey your research. You will
have time to revise your writing later. Start by drafting your informative text on a
computer or on a separate sheet of paper. Explain who Louis Sullivan was and what
his major contributions were. Then provide facts, details, and examples to support
your thesis.

Writer's Graft: Using Transition Words and Phrases
Transition words and phrases connect the ideas within a piece of writing. They help the
reader to understand how the writer is moving from one idea to the next. ln informative
texts, transitions can help readers understand time or sequence, cause-and-effect
relationships, and comparisons and contrasts.

first, then, next, after,later, while, finally,
during, soon, eventually, meanwhile

so, if, then, since, because, therefore, as a
result, consequently

like, as well as, similarly, in the same way,
likewise

but, however, in fact, on the other hand,
while

The author of the mentor text uses transition words and phrases in the paragraph below.

t

TRAt{5:TE*TSS

Read this section of
tihe mentor text. Circle

*re transition word or

chrase that shows a

ca use-and-effect
relationship.

l.Jnderline any

transitions that show

trrTlP Or SeqUenCe.

Ansel Adams, age fourteen, looked through a book
aboutYosemiteValley, whichwas located about 150 miles
east of his San Francisco home. "That's where I want to go on
vacation this yeari' he told his parents. So on June 1, 1916, the
three of them set offfor a month of exploring the majestic and
awe-inspiring scenery of Yosemite. Soon after they arrived,
Ansel's parents gave him a box camera. This photographic tool
opened a whole newworld to the young man. Eventually,
Adams became one of the mostwell-known and respected
photographers of his time.
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Try lt! Write Your First Draft

On a computer or a separate sheet of paper, create the draft of your response to

the writing prompt. Remember to use words, phrases, ard dauses thd sftow clear

relationships between ideas in your piece. Use this draft chec{dist to hdp you as

you write.

A good introduction captures your reader's attention. Keep your

"rdi"n"" 
in mind. You can begin with a question, a quotation, an

interesting or funny experience, or a statement to which readers

can relate.

Be sure to include your thesis statement in the first paragraph. Your

thesis statement should reflect your purpose'

support your thesis with relevant facts, details, and examples from

the research You've comPleted.

Avoid showing bias against or in favor of the subject'

lnclude quotations or excerpts that are related to your topic, as

appropriate. Correctly cite the sources'

summarize your main idea in the conclusion. write a memorable

conclusion that gives your reader something to think about.

Tips for Writing Your First Draft
. Talk to others about your topic. These discussions may provide addltional insight

that you can use in Your writing.

. Write down questions about your topic before you begin researciirp. Thls can

hetp you find appropriate resources and look for interesting facts' qgotations'

and visuals.

r Review the information and the sources where you obtained it' ls the information

accurate? Does the writer show bias by presenting opinions as facts?

. use transition words to guide the reader through the text, from one idea to the next'

{

{
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lr,iTROBU€TtON ln

rre draft, the writer

r:es not state a thesis

cearly. What does the

a;thor want to talk

:cout fhe mosf? What

s she saying about

:-e srgnificance and

mportance of

AnselAdams?

Man with a Camera

AnselAdams' age fourteen, looked through a book

aboutYosemite Valley, located about 150 miles east of

his San Francisco home' "That's where I want to go on

vacation this yearj' he told his parents' So on June 1' 1916'

the three of them set offfor a month of exploring the

malestic scenery of Yosemite' Soon after they arrived'

Ansel's parents gave him a box camera' He really liked it

a lot He took a lot of PhotograPhs'

The young Adams soon became absorbed in

photography. He learned about what to do with film' and a

iot of Oif".ent jobs related to photographywere done by 
-

him. He tookhis oum photographs and felt that he had a lot

to contribute to the field of photography'

Adams used his photographyto capture the emotional

realitybehind external scenes' He liked to workwith black-

and-white images, rather than color' He felt this focused the

viewer on the emotional content of the scene' instead of on

the extemal realrty of what was being shown'

Throughout his life (1902-1984), Ansel Adams held

a deep appieciation for the American West' What were

,o-" of tfr" ways he did this? He often took photographs

of its natural beauty' He became closely involved with the

Sierra Club, an organization devoted to the protection of

wilderness areas. Frequently, he used his photographs to 
,

convey the message that the wilderness must be preserved'

AnselAdamsdiedinlg84,whichleftalotofpeople
feeling sad that he would not be alive to continue taking

photo"graphs. The country was grateful for all that he

had done.

5 U PPOBTIT*G

FARAGRAPHS
-^ese paragraPhs

::iLJ d USe more

r=-;lls and examPles

r: s;pport the main

mea Vdhat details

a-rt rformation can

:e added?

:if{CLUSION This

:rra,.rs;on only gives

us-!:Er s about people's

UlrrEir"r5 Of AdamS'S

,flilnlft*'+,O',t1 ItlOUld

Uml, frtrr0!'g it?
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An Example Peer Review Form
This peer review form gives an example of how a classmate evaluated the draft of the

mentor text shown on the previous page'

The introduction
states the topic in
an interesting way.

The writer gives a

rclear, strong thesis
igtement.

You did a good job of telling the reoder the topic.

You could improve your informative text by writing o

cleorer thesis stotement. The one you wrote is uncleor.

You did a good job of giving focts, detoils, or exomples'

The writer supports
the thesis statement
with strong facts,
details, or examples. € you could improve your informative text by odding

focts, detoils, on exomples to eoch porogroph to support

your thesis stotement.

The writer uses words,
clauses, and phrases
to make the writing
flow smoothly and to
connect ideas.

You did a good job of using the tronsition phrose
"rother thqn" in porogroph 3 to show contrqst.

You could improve your informative text by using

octive-voice verbs rother" thon possive-voice verbs in

porogroph z.

You did a good job of restoting the contr"ibutions mode

by Ansel Adoms.
The writer restates
the thesis statement
in the conclusion.

You could improve your informative text by odding on

interesting detoil or" ideo for the reoder to ponder.
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Try lt! Peer Review with a Partner

Now you are going to work with a partner to review each other's informative text
drafts. You will use the peer review form below. lf you need help, look back at the
mentor text writer's peer review form for suggestions.

You did a good job of

The writer supports
the thesis statement
with-strong faGts,,^- p vou could improve your informative text by
details, or examples. E -- ""r'-

You did a good job of

The writer uses words,
clauses, and phrases to
make the writing flow
smoothly and to
connect ideas.

You could improve your informative text by

You did a good job of

The writer restates
the thesis statement
in the conclusion. $ Vou could improve your informative text by

The introduction f; You did a good job of

states the topic in
an interesting way.

The writer gives a I You could improve your informative text by
clear, strong thesis I
statement.
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Try lt! Record Key Peer Review Comments

Now it's time for you and your partner to share your comments with each other' Listen

to your partner's feedback, and write down the key comments that you hear in the left

column. Then write some ideas for improving your draft in the right column.
*.ir- -- ..:l

t!::

3 My review says that my introduction
=
=

lwill

My review says that my supporting details i I will
!,i

a:

=

;: ::

? .::

My review says that my transitions lwill

My review says that my conclusion i twitt
:,

=
I

:
''..--.:.:?:=

:-

Use the space below to write anything else you notice about your draft that you think
you can improve.

::

-]

:l

.: ;j rj

:t=:-'=='-_' $ j

i MV review says that my thesis statement ; t witt i': ::u tt'i:; !:i:r€i
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illetise
6rmr Ul6 step of the writing process, you work on parts of your draft that need improvement.
gse Sre peer review form that your classmate completed. Also use your own ideas. This

cfiecklist includes some things to think about as you revise.

{

{

{

{

{

Revision Ghecklist

Does my introduction catch the reader's interest? Do I state the topic and my

thesis clearly?

Are my details, facts, and examples important? Do they support my thesis?

ls it clear where my facts, details, and examples come from?

ls my conclusion interesting? Have I summarized my research effectively?

Do I use words, phrases, and clauses to connect my ideas?

Have I chosen words that are clear, powerful, and appropriate for my

audience?

WORD EH*I{g
AND T*f*€ A verb

s n the active voice

,,,ren the subject

-.er{orms the action

:'the verb. Underline

several of the verbs in

:hb active voice in

$:s pdragraph.Why is
: :rnportant that the
sentence that begins
'3ut Adams and

::her P1',oronraPhers "

s ,,.il.itten in the

:ctrve voice?

Writer's Craft: Using Word Choice and Tone
Precise language, including power{ul verbs, is impodant when

writing an essay or a report. Use a formal and respectful tone to
convey information. Avoid using passive voice. For example, instead

of saying The young man was encouraged by his math teacher, say

The math teacher encouraged the young man. Now look at this
excerpt from the mentor text for examples of active voice.

=.

Earlier photographers had tried to make their photographs

looklike paintings. Theyhad employed avarietyof methods
such as using soft-focus lenses, app$ing brush strokes to
negatives, and printing their images on soft-texhrred paper. But
Adams and other photographers of his era developed a new
style, known as "straightphotographyj'This style used sharp

focuses, and the images were printed on glossypaper, which
made the subject of the photograph more vivid and visual.
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Try It! Revise Your lnformative Text

Replacing passive-voice verbs with active-voice verbs is an important pad of revising

an informative text. Practice using active-voice verbs with the following paragraph.

Several sentences have been written in the passive voice. Rewrite these sentences in

the active voice on the lines below the paragraph.

(t) Contributions have been made to the well-being of our

society by many Americans. (2) Some of those people are quite

well knornrn, like Ansel Adams and Louis Sullivan. (S) Quiet
contributions through small deeds are often made by others.

(a) Help is often given by neighbors when nobody else notices

there's a need.

Sentence 1:

Sentence 2:

Sentence 3:

Sentence 4:

Writing Assignment
Now it's time to revise the draft of your informative text. Continue working on a

computer or on a separate sheet of paper: Review the assignment, repeated below,

and the checklist. Doing so will help you make sure that you have included everything

you need.

"Man with a Camera" is about a famous American photographer. Louis Sullivan

has also made a great contribution to the world. State what that contribution is,

supporl your idea with significant details from the research texts, and provide a

conclusion.
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After revising your informative text, you will edit it. When you edit, you read very carefully
to be sure to locate any mistakes in your writing. Here's a checklist of some things to
watch for as you edit.

,'f

{

{

{

{

{

Editing Checklist

Did you indent each paragraph?

Are all of your sentences complete? Does each have a subject and a verb?

Does each sentence end with the correct punctuation?

Have you used commas, colons, and semicolons correctly?

Are all of your words spelled correctly?

You can use these editing marks to mark any errors you find.

{ } lnsert parentheses $ lnsert em dash Q Close up space

+ Add space ? Indent ^ lnsert / Oelete

This paragraph from an early draft of the mentor text shows how to use editing marks.

i=

-?Ansel Adams untooffi*er photographers changed the way B

ptrotogrupnff*8aone. In a$urryy"ars of the nventieth

century, photographers tried to -"kt$kphotographs look

like paintings by using soft-focus lenses, applyrng brush strokes

finfn"guoves, and printing their images on soft-textured paper.
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Language Focus: Verb Mood
Verbs are one of your most powerful tools in writing. You can use verb moods to develop

the voice and tone of a piece of writing.

Use the indicative mood to state a fact or express an opinion.

. Shantay departed the train station on her way to school yesterday.

Use the imperative mood to express a command or request.

. Leave for school early tomorrow morning.

Use the interrogative mood to ask a question.

. Did you leave for school early this morning?

Use the subjunctive mood to express something that is not factual.

. lf you had left for school early, we would have been able to meet for breakfast.

It is important that you use verb moods correctly in your writing.

Throughout his life (1902-1984), Adams held a deep

appreciation for the American West. He often took photographs

of its natural beauty to satisfiz his passion for it. He became

closelyinvolvedwith the Sierra Club, an organizalion devoted to

the protection of wilderness areas. As a nature advocate, Adams

frequently used his photographs to convey the message that the

wildemess must be preserved. His photographs revealed to

many people the true beauty of the land.

lniDEeATM [??Q** Read

this section of the mentor

text. The indicative mood

states a fact or expresses an

opinion. Circle a sentence in

the indicative mood in this

paragraph.
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Try lt! Language and Editing Practice

For each sentence below, identify the verb mood of the sentence {indicative,
imperative, interrogative, subjunctive).

1. Marquis, run three miles in thirty minutes.

Verb mood:

2. Marquis can run three miles in thirty minutes.

Verb mood:

3. lf Marquis runs three miles in

record.

Verb mood:

4. Can Marquis run three miles in thirty minutes?

Verb mood:

Now use editing marks to correct the errors in this paragraph.

If I known you were coming, I would have cleaned the house up. please give

me some warning next time. I am quiet glad to see you, however, and I hope

you can stay for lunch. What would you like to eat.

thirty minutes, he will break a school
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